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Digital Preservation Policy 

DSpace is a repository that captures the University’s intellectual output in support of its teaching, research and 

cultural missions.  DSpace connects existing digital materials throughout the campus to create a cohesive, useful 

and sustainable resource collection available to UT Arlington and the world.  

UT Arlington commits to providing long-term access to content in DSpace by applying current best practice in 

data management and digital preservation.  The university recognizes the complexities in preserving digital 

information.  DSpace will accept standard formats that the Library and the Office of Information Technology 

(OIT) can commit to migrating and providing long-term access to over time.  Our ability to provide full 

preservation for more formats will grow as additional tools and techniques are developed. 

In addition OIT will provide basic data management and preservation services including secure storage, backup, 

integrity checks and periodic refreshment of the data by copying it to new storage media.  

Enduring/Sustainable Formats—Full Preservation 

Enduring formats are publically documented, widely used and stable.  Tools for these formats either exist or can 

be developed to undertake controlled conversion and/or migration enabling the content, structure and 

functionality to be maintained in the future. The Library and OIT makes a commitment to do so. 

Table 1 below lists enduring file formats that will be supported for long-term preservation.  This list of formats 

will be regularly reviewed and updated based on digital preservation best practice and the emergence of new 

standards. 

Table 1: Enduring File Formats 

Content Format Description File Extension Notes 
PDF/A Adobe pdf .pdf See Best Practices for Creating Quality PDFs 

Plain Text – Unicode text/plain; charset=UTF-8 .txt  

Plain Text – ANSI/ASCII text/plain; charset=US-ASCII .txt  

XML text/xml .xml Requires DTD schema to be deposited with 
XML file and the XML file parses against it 

HTML text/html .html, .htm Requires HTML 4.0 or 4.01 validated 
markup and CSS file/s, if referenced, be 
deposited with document 

Images JPEG .jpg  

Images TIFF .tiff, .tif  

Images JPEG 2000 .jp2  

Audio AIFF .aif, aiff  

Audio WAVE .wav  

Audio MPEG 3 .mp3  

Video Motion JPEG 2000 .mj2, .mjp2  

Video AVI .avi  
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Known Formats—Limited Preservation 

Known formats are widely used, non-open, proprietary formats.  However, due to commercial interest in 

maintaining access to files in these formats, it is likely that there will be tools available to undertake controlled 

conversion and/or migration.  However where this is not the case, the Library will monitor the format and convert 

it to a successor format or a more enduring format when significant risk to access is imminent.  As the formats are 

not public, the Library and OIT may not be able to convert and/or migrate these formats without loss of content, 

structure or functionality.  

Table 2: Known File Formats 

Content Format Description File Extension Notes 
Formatted Text MS Word .doc, .docx Requires that macros be disabled 

Rich Text text/rich text .rtf  

Text SGML .sgml, .sgm Requires the DTD is deposited with 
SGML file and that the SGML file parses 
against it 

Computation/Spreadsheet/Graphics MS Excel .xls, .xlsx Requires that macros be disabled.  See 
also the Datasets section 

Computation/Spreadsheet/Graphics Mathematica .ma Requires that macros be disabled.  See 
also the Datasets section 

Presentation MS Powerpoint .ppt, pptx Requires that the macros, animation and 
other effects be disabled 

Project Management MS Project .mpp, .mpx, .mpd  

Diagrams/Flows MS Visio .vsd  

Images Postscript .ps, .eps, .ai  

Images PNG .png  

Images Adobe Photoshop .pdd, ,psd   

Video Quicktime .mov  

Video MPEG 4 .mp4  

Specialized Formats—No Preservation 

Specialized formats are non-open, proprietary formats and have one or more of the following characteristics: 

 they are often usable only in a single software 

 they are not widely supported 

 they are not industry standard 

 they are obsolete or near obsolete 

The Library and OIT take no responsibility for preserving specialized formats.  Files in these formats may be 

opened or readable by future applications, but there is no guarantee that the content, structure or functionality will 

be preserved.  

With the exception of datasets, faculty proposing to deposit files in formats other than those listed in the Enduring 

or Known format sections, please contact library-rc@listserv.uta.edu to discuss preservation options. 

Dataset Preservation 

Datasets are important to many areas of research, and are produced and shared in a wide variety of applications 

and formats.  To assure that DSpace can maintain dataset usability into the future, the collection will require 

substantial descriptive information about the dataset and the use of standard file formats for the data itself.   

mailto:library-rc@listserv.uta.edu
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In addition, datasets that involve human subjects pose serious ethical and legal considerations that must be 

addressed before depositing them in DSpace.  Researchers must take appropriate measures to de-identify the 

human subject data they’ve collected.  Therefore before depositing the dataset, researchers must consult with the 

UT Arlington Institutional Review Board by contacting Regulatory Services at http://www.uta.edu/ra/oric/. 

Formats for Numeric Data 

The following formats are appropriate for numeric data: 

 for data held in a statistical package: SPSS -portable (.por) or system (.sav) file  

 data held in a database: Delimited text with SQL setup (tab delimited or comma separated)  

 data held in a spreadsheet: Delimited text (tab delimited or comma separated)  

 textual data: Rich text format (RTF), XML, SGML, plain text  

Things to Consider… 

Prior to depositing a dataset, the following questions need to be considered regardless of the method used to 

produce the dataset or the type of file generated. 

1. Determine the type of software that is being used to generate the data file.  Is it: 

a) Off-the-shelf software (e.g. consumer-oriented products typically available at retail stores)? or 

b) Open source software (available through places like SourceForge)? or 

c) Custom software written by and for specialists?  

Preservation support can usually be provided for data files generated by Known Format off-the-shelf and open 

source software.   

2. Are any Enduring Formats available for the application being used to generate and maintain the datafile (these 

would be offered under “Save As...” or “Export” functions)?   

For example if the dataset consists of a generated Excel spreadsheet, can it be saved in tab-delimited form 

(.txt format) rather than Excel’s native format (.xls) without significant loss of function?  If so, the dataset 

should be saved that way, as both preservation and migration support can be provided for the .txt format.  

Such an export may result in some loss of the features provided by the original application, but that’s in 

exchange for the increased assurance that the datafile/s is usable and accessible by others, both now and in the 

future.   

3. What other applications are capable of opening or manipulating the data files?   

If only the application that generated the dataset can open it and it cannot be exported to either an Enduring or 

a Known format, this would be a Specialized format.  There is no preservation support for specialized 

formats.  While future researchers would have access to the dataset, without the original application they may 

not be able to use them or convert them to a usable form.   

Compressed and/or Encrypted Files 

With the exception of datasets, DSpace will not accept deposits that are compressed and/or encrypted due to the 

inability to provide access to the files or preserve them for the future.   

http://www.uta.edu/ra/oric/
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Additional Resources and Further Reading 
 Dataset preservation: The University of Michigan’s Institute for Social Research has prepared a Guide to 

Social Science Data Preparation and Archiving.  The document is broadly applicable to most research 

datasets, identifying all the major issues for creating well-formed and sustainable datasets as well as giving 

detailed instructions on what researchers should do for preserving and sharing dataset. 

 Digital preservation and copyright: http://fairuse.stanford.edu/commentary_and_analysis/2003_11_hirtle.html 

 Digital preservation and institutional repositories: http://www.dpconline.org/docs/DPCTWf4word.pdf 

 Digital preservation webliography: 

http://www.nedcc.org/resources/leaflets/6Reformatting/08DigitalPreservationReadiness.php 

 Sustainability of digital formats: http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/formats/ 

Questions? 

If you have any questions please contact library-rc@listserv.uta.edu. 

 

http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/access/dataprep.pdf
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http://www.dpconline.org/docs/DPCTWf4word.pdf
http://www.nedcc.org/resources/leaflets/6Reformatting/08DigitalPreservationReadiness.php
http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/formats/
library-rc@listserv.uta.edu

